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To our partners we offer not only high quality products
but also the right solutions!
Manufacturing of high quality products
Consistently high level of service, achieved through dedication
and professional management
Multi - brand management
Logistical advantage due to the strategically located manufacturing
facilities and terminals
Production of custom brands

Our portfolio of lubricants for passenger cars and commercial vehicles
Engine oils
Transmission oils
Hydraulic oils
Coolants and special fluids
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TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Testing laboratory for petroleum products is a modern testing
facility located within the Lubricant Blending Plant in Ruse,
equipped with up-to-date testing, controlling and measuring tools.
The lab was established in 1996 and received an accreditation from
Bulgarian Accreditation Service in 1999. In 2003 it was accredited
according to the requirements of EN ISO IEC 17025 with the scope
of accreditation that coved testing of the following petroleum
products: mineral oils, lubricating coolants, fluids for automobiles,
lubricants, diesel and heavy fuel oils, mineral turpentine and also
taking of samples.
Accreditation and certification:
Accreditation for quality management and competence
• EN ISO / IEC 17025:2006

Certification of quality management:
• ISO 9001
• ISO 14001
• OHSAS 18001
Organizational member of ASTM
A good evaluation of the personnel of the PPTL is their excellent
performance in the International Laboratory Proficiency Testing
Programs organized by ASTM International and Chevron
Corporation every year, participation in new product development
and consulting assistance during in-service lubricant monitoring
programs.

QUALITY CONTROL
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS

PRISTA® ULTRA
ENERGY 5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra Energy 5W-30 multigrade engine oil is fully synthetic product blended
according to the latest advanced low SAPS lubricant technology and designated for
lubrication of today's engines in passenger cars, light trucks and vans. It is formulated to
meet the requirements for hazardous exhaust emission reduction.
This latest generation, synthetic, catalyst-compatible multigrade engine oil is especially
designed for the modern Ford engines.
Prista® Ultra Energy 5W-30 is recommended for high performance gasoline and diesel
engines in passenger cars and diesel engines in light duty trucks (incl. SUV, mini vans, etc.)
demanding ACEA C1 oils.

BENEFITS
- improved fuel economy
- maximum engine protection against wear thanks to the special friction modifier involved
- extends DPFs' and catalysts' life and maintains their efficiency
- environmentally friendly

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® ULTRA PC
5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC

210L

ACEA C1
Ford WSS-M2C934-B

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra PC 5W-30 multigrade engine oil is fully synthetic product blended according to
the latest advanced low SAPS lubricant technology and designated for lubrication of today's
engines in passenger cars, light trucks and vans. It is formulated to meet the requirements for
hazardous exhaust emission reduction.
This latest generation, synthetic, catalyst-compatible multigrade engine oil is especially
designed for the modern Peugeot & Citroen engines.
Prista® Ultra PC 5W-30 is recommended for high performance gasoline and diesel engines in
passenger cars and diesel engines in light duty trucks (incl. SUV, mini vans, etc.) demanding
ACEA C2 oils.

BENEFITS
- a special friction modifier ensuring maximum wear protection
- effective sludge and corrosion control
- improved fuel economy
- extends DPFs' and catalysts' life and maintains their efficiency
- environmentally friendly

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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210L

ACEA C2
API SN/SM/CF
RN 0700
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
The multigrade engine oils Prista® Ultra Plus are formulated with synthetic base
components additized with modern highly effective low SAPS additives ensuring very high
lubricant durability, wear protection, excellent low-temperature performance and reduced
exhaust gas hazardous emissions.
These latest generation, synthetic, catalyst-compatible multigrade engine oils are especially
designed for high performance gasoline and diesel engines of BMW, MB, Renault, Nissan,
Opel, Hyundai, KIA & Honda passenger cars and light-duty trucks (incl. SUV, mini vans, etc.)
equipped with aftertreatment devices such as diesel particulate filters (DPF) and three-way
catalysts (TWC) demanding ACEA C3 oils.

PRISTA® ULTRA PLUS
SAE 5W-30/5W-40
High performance DPF & TWC

BENEFITS
- extends DPFs' and TWCs' life
- very good wear protection thanks to the special friction modifier used
- maximum engine protection against wear, corrosion, deposits and black sludge
- exceptionally high temperature stability
- reduced hazardous emissions combined with excellent energy conserving properties

Packaging:

1L

4L

210L

SPECIFICATIONS

SAE 5W-30

SAE 5W-40

ACEA C3
API SN/SM/CF
BMW Longlife-04
GM dexos2, GM-LL-A-025/GM-LL-B-025
MB 229.31

ACEA C3
API SN/SM/CF
BMW Longlife-04
GM dexos2, GM-LL-A-025/GM-LL-B-025
MB 229.51/ 229.31/226.5
VW - 502 00/505 01
RN 0700/0710
Ford - WSS-M2C917A
Porsche - A40
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS

PRISTA® ULTRA RN
5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra RN is a latest generation synthetic multigrade engine oil, especially designed for
the modern engines. Formulated with synthetic base components blended with an especial
low SAPS additive composition ensuring compatibility with exhaust gas aftertreatment
devices.
This is a catalyst compatible oil especially designed for the latest high performance engine
makes and models calling for ACEA C4 oils exhibiting stable performance, ensuring improved
fuel economy, low degree of wear and extending DPFs' and catalysts' life in the vehicles to
meet the requirements of Euro 4, Euro 5 and Euro 6 emission standards. Prista Ultra RN is
especially designed for engines demanding oils that cover RN 0720 Specification.

BENEFITS
- a special friction modifier ensures maximum wear protection
- improved fuel economy
- effective sludge and corrosion control
- extends DPFs' and catalysts' life and maintains their efficiency
- environmentally friendly

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® ULTRA V
5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC

210L

ACEA C4
RN 0720
MB 226.51

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra V 5W-30 is a synthetic multigrade engine oil especially designed for the
lubrication of Volkswagen, AUDI, SEAT and Skoda engines. It is formulated from high quality
synthetic base components with the addition of a unique additive system to obtain a
lubricant which is fully compatible with exhaust gas after treatment devices, exhibits high
temperature stability, wear protection, excellent low-temperature performance and
reduced hazardous emissions in the exhaust gasses.
Prista® Ultra V 5W-30 is a special product, especially developed for use in Volkswagen, AUDI,
SEAT and Skoda gasoline and diesel engines with extended oil drain intervals. It is fully
compatible with diesel particulate filters (DPF) and the additional exhaust gas
aftertreatment devices and is suitable for the advanced FSI and TSI gasoline engines with
direct fuel injection.

BENEFITS
- cleanliness of all engine parts
- fuel consumption reduction
- maximum protection against wear and corrosion
- extends life and maintains the effectiveness of DPFs
- environmental friendliness (aids to reduce hazardous impact on environment)
- a special friction modifier ensuring maximum wear protection
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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VW 504 00/507 00
ACEA C3
API SN

210L

BMW Longlife-04
MB 229.51
Porsche C30
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra G 5W-30 is a last generation synthetic product featuring extended oil drain
intervals and approved for lubrication of the gasoline engines in GM passenger cars calling
for dexos 1™ lubricants.
It is especially suited for passenger cars equipped with modern energy conserving devices
(such as VVT (Variable valve timing) as well as those with aftertreatment devices.
Prista® Ultra G 5W-30 is suitable for use in engines where the use of GM-LL-A-025 oils is
recommended as dexos1™ supersedes GM-LL-A-025, GM6094M and GM4718M.

PRISTA® ULTRA G
5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC
* available upon request

BENEFITS
- extended oil drain intervals and reduced fuel consumption
- low deposit formation tendency
- thanks to the special friction modifier in the formulation reduces engine wear

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

210L

GM dexos1™ License No.: RB1F0220077
API SN
ILSAC GF-5

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra G2 5W-30 multigrade engine oil is fully synthetic product blended according to
the latest advanced low SAPS lubricant technology and designated for lubrication of today's
engines in passenger cars, light trucks and vans.
Prista® Ultra G2 5W-30 is latest generation synthetic multigrade engine oil with extended oil
drain interval. It is designated for use in the most modern heavily loaded diesel and gasoline
engines of passenger cars and light-duty vehicles equipped with diesel particulate filters
(DPF) and aftertreatment devices (TWC). It is particularly suitable for GM cars demanding
dexos2™ and engines where GM-LL-B-025 and GM-LL-A-025 oils are recommended as
dexos2™ supersedes GM-LL-B-025 and GM-LL-A-025.

PRISTA® ULTRA G2
5W-30
High performance DPF & TWC
* available upon request

BENEFITS
- protects diesel engines from harmful soot deposits
- designed with limits on certain chemical components to prolong catalyst life
and protect expensive emission reduction systems
- robust oil, resisting degradation between oil changes and maintaining optimum
performance longer

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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GM dexos 2™
ACEA C3
API SN/CF
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS

PRISTA® ULTRA
SAE 5W-30/5W-40
High performance

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra multigrade engine oils are fully synthetic products blended according to the
latest advanced lubricant technology and designated for lubrication of today's engines in
passenger cars, light trucks and vans.
Prista® Ultra multigrade engine oils are recommended for high performance gasoline and
heavy-duty diesel engines of passenger cars operated in a wide temperature range and
variable conditions. They are especially fit for use in gasoline and diesel (including Common
Rail) engines, naturally aspirated or turbocharged, direct injection, multiple valve system,
etc., whose manufacturers recommend ACEA A3/B4 and API SN, SM, SL or CF performance
level lubricants.

BENEFITS
- provides advanced protection against wear and corrosion
- keep engine clean
- ensure reliable protection in a wide temperature range
- provides low temperature protection even with biodiesel fuels
- designed to help reduce harmful emissions in the exhaust gases

Packaging:

1L

4L

20L

210L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 5W-30

SAE 5W-40

ACEA A3/B4
API SL/CF
MB 229.3, 229.5
VW 502 00/505 00
Opel GM-LL-A/B-025
RN 0700/0710

ACEA A3/B4
API SN/SM/CF
MB 229.3
VW 502 00/505 00
Opel GM-LL-A/B-025
RN 0700/0710
Porsche - A40
JASO - MA-2
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Leader TD 10W-40 is a part synthetic multigrade engine oil of unique contents and
formulation. Product is formulated with special base components plus an advanced additive
technology and the finished lubricant meets and exceeds the latest OEM requirements for
diesel and gasoline engine oils.
Prista® Leader TD 10W-40 is designed for modern diesel and gasoline engines of passenger
cars and light-duty vehicles with high pressure direct fuel injection equipped with turbocompressors. This product has been especially developed to meet the requirements of major
OEM demanding oil that ensures life-time wear protection.

PRISTA® LEADER TD
10W-40
High performance

BENEFITS
- еxcellent detergent/dispersant properties, ensuring the highest possible cleanness
of the modern up-to-date engines designed
- superior oxidation stability preventing oil thickening during high temperature
and high load service operation
- a guaranteed protection against cylinder bore polishing and bearing corrosion
- ensures normal operation and service of modern engines equipped with
catalytic/aftertreatment systems to enable thorough burning of exhaust gasses
(excluding those with DPF)
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

ACEA A3/B4
API CF/SN
MB 229.3

4L

20L

210L

VW 502 00/505 00
RN 0710/0700
PSA B71 2300-14

JASO MA-2

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super Benzin 10W-40 is a semi-synthetic multigrade engine oil, especially developed
to meet the current lubrication demands of the modern gasoline engines. It is formulated
with a special selection of high quality solvent refined, hydrotreated and synthetic base
stocks and high performance advanced additive technology, supplied by the major world
leading companies.
Prista® Super Benzin 10W-40 multigrade engine oil is designed for application in the modern
high performance gasoline engines. It is also suitable for passenger cars with gas equipment.
Prista® Super Benzin 10W-40 engine oil can be used in diesel engines whose manufacturers
recommend the application of API CF performance level lubricants, too.

PRISTA® SUPER BENZIN
10W-40
High performance

BENEFITS
- еxcellent detergent/dispersant properties preventing black sludge deposit formation
in engine crankcase
- very high oxidation stability to reduce oil thickening, respectively oil consumption
- steadfast oil drain intervals
- confident corrosion protection
- constant and stable lubricating film over a wide temperature range and under heavy loads
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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ACEA A3/B3
API SL/CF
MB 229.1

4L

20L

210L

VW 501 01/505 00
JASO MA/MA-2
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS

PRISTA® SUPER DIESEL
15W-40/20W-50
Premium

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super Diesel multigrade engine oils are formulated with a special selection of high
quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and high performance advanced
additive technology.
Prista® Super Diesel are suitable for use in modern diesel engines in passenger cars and light
duty trucks both naturally aspirated or turbocharged, operating at high temperatures and
urban driving conditions.

BENEFITS
- excellent detergent/dispersant properties preventing black sludge deposit formation
in engine crankcase
- steadfast oil drain intervals
- confident corrosion protection
- constant and stable lubricating film over a wide temperature range

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® SUPER BENZIN
15W-40/20W-50
Premium

SAE 15W-40 / SAE 20W-50
ACEA A3/ B3
API CF

4L

20L

210L

MB 229.1
VW 505 00

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super Benzin multigrade engine oils are especially developed to meet the current
lubrication demands of the modern gasoline engines. They are formulated with a special
selection of high quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and high performance
advanced additive technology, supplied by the major world leading companies.
Prista® Super Benzin multigrade engine oils are designed for application in the modern high
performance gasoline engines. They are also suitable for passenger cars with gas equipment.
Prista® Super Benzin engine oils can be used in diesel engines whose manufacturers
recommend the application of API CF performance level lubricants.

BENEFITS
- excellent detergent/dispersant properties preventing black sludge deposit
formation in engine crankcase
- very high oxidation stability to reduce oil thickening, respectively oil consumption
- steadfast oil drain intervals
- confident corrosion protection
- constant and stable lubricating film over a wide temperature range and under
heavy loads
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 15W-40 / SAE 20W-50
ACEA A3/B3
API SL/CF

4L

20L

210L

MB 229.1
VW 501 01/505 00
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
The semi-synthetic multigrade engine oil Prista® Super HD 10W-40 is formulated for older
models diesel and gasoline engines. This oil is formulated with a special selection of high
quality solvent refined, hydrotreated and synthetic base stocks and a performance additive
package to ensure optimal engine protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation.
This lubricant is designated for the lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines naturally
aspirated or turbocharged operated in commercial vehicles and buses (engaged in urban and
interurban services) and in off-highway equipment and machines in mining and construction
industry, farming, etc. with predominantly normal drain intervals.
Prista® Super HD 10W-40 is especially fits for older models heavy duty engines in
commercial trucks, as well as locomotive diesel engines. It can also be used for the
lubrication of diesel and gasoline engines in passenger cars, light duty trucks and vans.

PRISTA® SUPER HD
10W-40
Standard

BENEFITS
- dependable protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation
- oil soot control
- very good detergent/dispersant properties ensuring maximum engine cleanliness

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

ACEA E2
API CF-4/CF/SG
Allison C3

210L

Caterpillar TO-2

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super HD multigrade engine oils are formulated for older models diesel and gasoline
engines. The oils are formulated with a special selection of high quality solvent refined and
hydrotreated base stocks and a performance additive package to ensure optimal engine
protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation.
These lubricants are designated for the lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines naturally
aspirated or turbocharged operated in commercial vehicles and buses (engaged in urban and
interurban services) and in off-highway equipment and machines in mining and construction
industry, farming, etc. with predominantly normal drain intervals.
Prista® Super HD are especially suited for older models heavy duty engines in commercial
trucks, as well as locomotive diesel engines. It can also be used for the lubrication of diesel
and gasoline engines in passenger cars, light duty trucks and vans.

PRISTA® SUPER HD
15W-40/20W-50
Standard

BENEFITS
- dependable protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation
- oil soot control
- very good detergent/dispersant properties ensuring maximum engine cleanliness

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 15W-40
ACEA E2
API CF-4/CF/SG

Allison C3
Caterpillar TO-2

210L

SAE 20W-50
E2
CF-4/CF/SG
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PASSENGER CARS MOTOR OIS

PRISTA® SUPER
15W-50
Standard

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super 15W-50 multigrade engine oil is formulated with a special selection of high
quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and a performance additive package to
ensure conformance with the requirements of API CF/CD/SF performance levels.
Prista® Super 15W-50 multigrade engine oil is intended for application in older models of
heavy-loaded, naturally aspirated or turbocharged diesel engines operating at variable
conditions and a wide temperature range in commercial trucks, buses, farm and
construction equipment and machines.
It can also be used in gasoline engines whose manufacturers prescribe the application of
API SF performance level lubricants.

BENEFITS
- engine cleanliness
- thermal and oxidation stability
- stable lubricating film

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

210L

API CF/CD/SF

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS

PRISTA® UHPD
5W-30
High performance DPF compatible

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® UHPD 5W-30 is a top quality synthetic diesel engine oil designated for the lubrication
of heavy-duty diesel engines designed according to the latest international diesel exhaust
emission standards Euro IV, Euro V and Euro VI and equipped with the relevant diesel
particulate filters.
Prista® UHPD 5W-30 is recommended for use in the latest makes and models of
turbocharged diesel engines, operated at severe loads and conditions in heavy-duty trucks
and buses whose manufacturer recommend extended oil drain intervals. For the optimum
oil drain interval the users should follow the applicable manufacturers' recommendations for
the relevant performance levels below.

BENEFITS
- best choice for Euro IV, Euro V and Euro VI heavy duty diesel engines
- engine cleanliness at significantly extended oil drain intervals
- extremely minimized hazardous exhaust emissions
- protection against cylinder bore polishing and cylinder liner wear
- problem-free engine start-ups at very low ambient temperatures
- fuel economy
Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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ACEA E6/E7/E9
MB 228.51, 228.31
MAN M 3477, M 3677
Volvo Trucks VDS-4

Renault Trucks RLD-3, RXD
MTU Type 3.1
Mack EO-O Premium Plus;
EO-N

210L

Cummins CES 20081
API CJ-4/SN
Caterpillar ECF-3
Detroit Diesel DDC 93 K 218
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HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® UHPD 10W-40 is a top quality synthetic diesel engine oil designated for the
lubrication of heavy-duty diesel engines designed according to the latest international diesel
exhaust emission standards Euro IV, Euro V and Euro VI and equipped with the relevant diesel
particulate filters.
Prista® UHPD 10W-40 is recommended for use in the latest makes and models of
turbocharged diesel engines, operated at severe loads and conditions in heavy-duty trucks
and buses whose manufacturer recommend extended oil drain intervals. For the optimum
oil drain interval the users should follow the applicable manufacturers' recommendations for
the relevant performance levels below.

PRISTA® UHPD
10W-40
High performance

BENEFITS
- the best choice for Euro IV, Euro V and Euro VI heavy duty diesel engines
- engine cleanliness at significantly extended oil drain intervals
- extremely minimized hazardous exhaust emissions
- protection against cylinder bore polishing and cylinder liner wear
- problem-free engine start-ups at very low ambient temperatures

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

ACEA E6/E7
MB 228.51, 226.9
MAN M 3477

210L

Volvo VDS-3
Renault Trucks RLD-2
MTU Type 3.1

Deutz DQC IV-10LA
Mack EO-N

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultra TD 10W-40 is a top quality multigrade engine, blended with high quality
synthetic base components, and an especially formulated advanced additive package and an
extremely shear stable Viscosity Index Improver to ensure very high performance, excellent
durability and stability during service at extended drain intervals.
Prista® Ultra TD 10W-40 is designated for the lubrication of heavy-duty diesel engines Euro
III, Euro IV and Euro V emission requirements and running under very severe conditions, e.g.
significantly extended oil drain intervals according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
It is suitable for commercial trucks and buses without particulate filters, and for some EGR
engines and some engines fitted with SCR NOx reduction systems.

PRISTA® ULTRA
TD 10W-40
High performance

BENEFITS
- engine cleanliness at significantly extended oil drain intervals
- problem-free operation even in case of severe soot contamination of the oil
- bearing corrosion protection and low foaming tendency
- extremely minimized hazardous exhaust emissions
- problem-free engine start-ups at very low sub-zero ambient temperatures

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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ACEA E4/E7
API CI-4
MB 228.5
MAN M 3277

Volvo VDS-3
MTU Type 3
RenaultTrucks RLD-2, RXD
Cummins CES 20078

210L

Mack EO-M Plus
Deutz DQC IV-10
Detroit Diesel 93K215
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HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS

PRISTA® SHPD VDS-3
10W-40
High performance

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® SHPD VDS-3 10W-40 multigrade engine oil is formulated with exceptionally high
quality and carefully balanced blend of solvent refined, hydrotreated and synthetic base
stocks and high performance additive technology to provide superb performance and
excellent durability in service.
Prista® SHPD VDS-3 10W-40 is recommended for highly rated diesel engines in commercial
vehicles, trucks, buses and equipment in road construction and agricultural industry meeting
Euro I, Euro II, Euro III, Euro IV and Euro V emission requirements and running under severe
conditions.
It is suitable for engines without particulate filters, and for most EGR engines and most
engines fitted with SCR NOx reduction systems.

BENEFITS
- protection against cylinder bore polishing and wear
- high engine cleanliness with considerably extended drain intervals up to 60 000 km
- problem-free operation even in case of a heavily sooted oil
- high temperature thickening protection
- bearing corrosion protection
- foam control
- easy engine start-ups even at very low sub-zero temperatures
Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® SUPER SHPD
15W-40
High performance

ACEA E7
API CI-4/SL
MB 228.3
MAN M 3275-1

Volvo VDS-3
Renault Trucks RLD-2
Cummins 200 76/77/78
Caterpillar ECF-2

Mack EO-N, EO-M Plus
MTU Type 2
Global DHD-1
Detroit Diesel 93K215

210L

Deutz DQC III-10

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super SHPD 15W-40 is a new category engine oil of medium SAPS level intended for
moderately extended oil drain intervals. This oil is based on API Group II base oils as per the
new motor oil tendencies and complies with the requirements imposed by the heavy duty
diesel engines bio-diesel fuel in accordance with EU regulations.
This lubricant is designated for the lubrication of the most modern heavy duty and heavyloaded diesel engines used in international haulage and equipped with the modern
aftertreatment systems (EGR or SCR) for hazardous NOx reduction and/or diesel particulate
filters (DPF) combined with low-sulphur diesel fuels.
Prista® Super SHPD 15W-40 multigrade engine oil is recommended for highly rated diesel
engines complying with Euro IV, Euro V & Euro VI low emission standards and operated under
severe loads and conditions.

BENEFITS
- protection against cylinder bore polishing and wear
- high engine cleanliness with considerably extended drain intervals up to 60 000 km
- problem-free operation even in case of a heavily sooted oil
- high temperature thickening protection
- bearing corrosion protection
- foam control
Packaging:
- easy engine start-ups even at very low sub-zero temperatures
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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ACEA E9/E7
API CJ-4/SM
MB 228.31
MAN M 3575-1

Volvo VDS-4
Renault Trucks RLD-3
MTU Type 2.1
Scania Low Ash

Deutz DQC III-10-LA
Caterpillar ECF-3, ECF-2, ECF-1a
Cummins CES 20081
Mack EO-O Premium Plus

210L

Detroit Diesel 93K218
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HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS

PRISTA® SHPD VDS-3
15W-40/20W-50

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® SHPD VDS-3 multigrade engine oils are formulated with exceptionally high quality
and carefully balanced blend of solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and high
performance additive technology to provide superb performance and excellent durability in
service.
Prista® SHPD VDS-3 are recommended for highly rated diesel engines in commercial
vehicles, trucks, buses and equipment in road construction and agricultural industry meeting
Euro I, Euro II, Euro III, Euro IV and Euro V emission requirements and running under severe
conditions.
They are suitable for engines without particulate filters, and for most EGR engines and most
engines fitted with SCR NOx reduction systems.

Premium

BENEFITS
- protection against cylinder bore polishing and wear
- high engine cleanliness with considerably extended drain intervals up to 60 000 km
- problem-free operation even in case of a heavily sooted oil
- high temperature thickening protection
- bearing corrosion protection
- foam control
- easy engine start-ups even at very low sub-zero temperatures
Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

SAE 15W-40
ACEA E7
API CI-4/SL
MB 228.3
MAN M 3275-1

Volvo VDS-3
Renault Trucks RLD 2
Cummins 200 76/77/78
Caterpillar ECF-2
Mack EO-N, EO-M Plus

210L

MTU Type 2
Global DHD-1
Deutz DQC III-10
Detroit Diesel 93K215

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Turbo Diesel multigrade engine oils are formulated with a special selection of high
quality and carefully balanced blend of solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and a
modern high performance additive package.
These oils are designated for the lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines naturally aspirated or
turbocharged operated under medium to heavy duty driving conditions. Recommended for
diesel engines used in international haulage, commercial vehicles and buses (engaged in urban
and interurban services) and in off-highway equipment and machines in mining and
construction industry, farming, etc. with predominantly normal or extended drain intervals
according to the manufacturers recommendations and depending on the technical conditions
of the engine.
Prista® Turbo Diesel meet and exceed the lubrication demands of heavy duty diesel engine
manufacturers Euro I to Euro V, required ACEA E7 oils.

SAE 20W-50
MAN M 3275-1
ACEA E7
Global DHD-1
API CI-4/SL
MB 228.3
Caterpillar ECF-1-a

PRISTA® TURBO DIESEL
15W-40/20W-50
Premium

BENEFITS
- extended service life
- control over soot accumulation in oil
- very good detergent/dispersant properties, ensuring the highest possible cleanliness
of the engines
- superior oxidation stability preventing oil thickening and viscosity changes during high
temperature and high load service operations
- dependable protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation
- stable and steady lubricating film in a wide temperature range and severe loads
- excellent detergent/dispersant properties for maximum piston and engine cleanliness

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
Printable version 2017-04

SAE 15W-40
ACEA E7
API CH-4/ CF/SJ
MB 228.3
MAN M 3275-1

MTU Type 2
Volvo VDS-3
Mack EO-N, EO-M Plus
Renault Trucks RLD-2
Cummins CES 20076/77

Packaging:
20L

210L

Caterpillar ECF-1-a
Allison TES 439
Deutz DQC III-10
Detroit Diesel 93K215

SAE 20W-50
ACEA E7; API CH-4/ CF/SJ
MB 228.3
MAN M 3275-1
Caterpillar ECF-1-a
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HEAVY DUTY MOTOR OILS

PRISTA® LEADER TD
15W-40/20W-50
Premium

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Leader TD multigrade engine oils are formulated from a special selection of high
quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and high performance advanced
additive technology to meet and exceed the most demanding current lubrication
requirements of gasoline and diesel engine manufacturers.
Prista® Leader TD multigrade engine oils are designed for use in a wide variety of automotive
vehicles both diesel and gasoline engines on passenger cars, light trucks and vans, and
commercial trucks to the most heavy-loaded machines. These oils are particularly
appropriate for mixed fleet service operations in mining and road construction industries,
farming and timber industry.

BENEFITS
- excellent detergent/dispersant properties, ensuring the highest possible cleanness of the
modern up-to-date engines designed according to the latest environmental requirements
- superior oxidation stability preventing oil thickening during high temperature and high
load service operations
- provide for the necessary anti-friction properties for gearboxes and differentials of certain
equipment and machines, where manufacturers prescribe the use of motor oils
- ensures normal operation for older generation of vehicles
Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® SUPER HD
15W-40/20W-50
Standard

SAE 15W-40
ACEA E2/A2/B3
API CG-4/CF-4/CF/SJ
MB 228.1, 229.1
VW 501 01/505 00

MAN 271
Volvo VDS
MTU Type 1
Mack EO-L

SAE 20W-50
ACEA E2/A2/B3
API CG-4/CF-4/CF/SJ
MB 228.1, 229.1
VW 501 01/505 00

210L

MAN 271

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super HD multigrade engine oils are formulated for older models diesel and gasoline
engines. The oils are formulated with a special selection of high quality solvent refined and
hydrotreated base stocks and a performance additive package to ensure optimal engine
protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation.
These lubricants are designated for the lubrication of heavy duty diesel engines naturally
aspirated or turbocharged operated in commercial vehicles and buses (engaged in urban and
interurban services) and in off-highway equipment and machines in mining and construction
industry, farming, etc. with predominantly normal drain intervals.
Prista® Super HD are especially suited for older models heavy duty engines in commercial
trucks, as well as locomotive diesel engines. It can also be used for the lubrication of diesel
and gasoline engines in passenger cars, light duty trucks and vans.

BENEFITS
- dependable protection against wear, corrosion and deposit formation
- oil soot control
- very good detergent/dispersant properties ensuring maximum engine cleanliness

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 15W-40
ACEA E2
API CF-4/CF/SG

Allison C3
Caterpillar TO-2

210L

SAE 20W-50
E2
CF-4/CF/SG
www.prista-oil.com
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GAS ENGINE OILS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Multigas 10W-40 is a semi-synthetic multigrade engine oil, formulated with a special
selection of high quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and a special advanced
additive technology system.
Prista® Multigas 10W-40 is recommended for application in passenger car engines
converted to burn liquefied natural gasses (methane). This product is especially engineered
for engines burning both gasoline and LNG.

PRISTA® MULTIGAS
10W-40

BENEFITS
- excellent protection against engine wear
- cleanliness in combustion area
- extended spark plug life
- excellent oxidation and nitration protection
- extended engine durability, respectively life

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

ACEA A3/B3
API SL
MB 229.1

210L

VW 501 01

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Multigas HD 15W-40 is a high quality multigrade engine oil, formulated with a special
selection of high quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and a special advanced
additive technology system.
Prista® Multigas HD 15W-40 is especially designed for lubrication of engines burning
liquefied natural gasses (namely methane).

PRISTA® MULTIGAS HD
15W-40

BENEFITS
- excellent detergent/dispersant properties for maximum piston and engine cleanliness
- superior thermal and oxidation stability
- guaranteed protection against cylinder bore polishing and bearing corrosion
- very good anti-friction properties

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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MAN M 3271
MB 226.9
Volvo CNG

210L

TEDOM 61-0-0281.2
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GAS ENGINE OILS

PRISTA® SUPER GAS
15W-40/20W-50

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Super Gas multigrade engine oils are designed for lubrication of engines burning
commercial propane/butane (LPG).
These lubricants are formulated with a special selection of high quality solvent refined and
hydrotreated base stocks and special advanced additive technology to ensure very good
detergent and dispersant properties and protection against rust, corrosion, oxidation, and
low temperature deposit formation. The employed detergents/dispersants effectively
reduce the high temperature deposit and lacquer accumulation maintaining clean all engine
parts and components.
The anti-wear and anti-scuffing agents in the additive package provide for dependable and
sure protection against wear thus extending the engine life and increasing its service
reliability.
The performance additive package contains special high temperature anti-oxidants
preventing lubricant deterioration under the high temperature conditions inherent in LPG
engines.

BENEFITS
- excellent oxidation and nitration protection
- excellent wear protection
- clean combustion area
- extended spark plug life
- prevents pre-ignition

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

SAE 15W-40 / SAE 20W-50
ACEA A3/B3
API SL

4L

20L

210L

MB 229.1

2T / 4T OILS

PRISTA® 2T EXTRA

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® 2T Extra is a semi-synthetic two-cycle engine oil intended for “premix” lubrication of
two-cycle gasoline engines burning both leaded or unleaded gasoline in passenger cars,
motorcycles, motorbikes, mopeds, scooters, snow-mobiles, motocultivators, chainsaws etc.
The recommended Oil -to-Fuel Ratio is 1:50 (or other ratio recommended by the equipment
manufacturer).

BENEFITS
- excellent lubricating properties
- excellent detergent properties
- minor power losses at start-up
- sharp reduction of smoke in exhaust gasses
- provides for clean and excellent condition of the exhaust port

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS
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ISO L-EGD
JASO FB/FD
API TC

20L

210L

Piaggio Hexagon
TISI

www.prista-oil.com
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2T / 4T OILS

PRISTA® 2T MIX

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® 2T Mix is a low-ash mineral oil intended for “premix” lubrication of conventional twocycle, air-cooled gasoline engines in passenger cars, motorcycles, motorbikes, mopeds,
motocultivators, chainsaws etc.
The recommended Oil -to-Fuel Ratio is 1:50 (or other ratio recommended by the equipment
manufacturer).

BENEFITS
- good lubricating properties
- good detergent properties
- low power losses at start-up
- low smoke tendency
- provides for clean and good condition of the exhaust port

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

20L

210L

ISO L-EGB
JASO FC
API TC

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
The multigrade engine oils Prista® 4T are formulated from a special selection of high quality
solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and high performance advanced additive
package produced by the most modern technology. The formulation ensures excellent
piston and ring deposit control at high temperature and high speed operating conditions and
the anti-wear agents present in the additive system minimize engine wear at different engine
speeds and loads.
The multigrade engine oils Prista® 4T are designed for use in modern four-stroke gasoline
engines of motorcycles, both air and water cooled, demanding API SL and JASO MA
performance level lubricants.
Prista® 4T 10W-40 is semi-synthetic engine oil.

PRISTA® 4T 10W-40/
15W-40/20W-50

BENEFITS
- high oxidation stability
- finely balanced detergent/dispersant properties, ensuring clean and flawless engine
operation at elevated operating temperatures
- dependable corrosion protection
- lower fuel consumption and reduced hazardous particulate matter in the exhaust gasses
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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20L

210L

SAE 10W-40 / SAE 15W-40 / SAE 20W-50
JASO MA/MA2
API SL
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2T / 4T OILS

PRISTA® 2T
OUTBOARD

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® 2T Outboard is a highly reliable two-cycle engine oil intended for the lubrication of
outboard engines. It is formulated with superior quality mineral base stocks and highly
effective ashless additives plus high flash point solvent.
Prista® 2T Outboard is recommended for application in two-cycle water cooled outboard
engines of boats, personal watercrafts (Jet Ski, WaveRunners, etc.) where the application of
engine oil meeting the requirements of NMMA TC-W3 is required.

BENEFITS
- readily mixable with gasoline
- good protection against cylinder bore scoring
- prevents high temperature deposit formation
- suitable for use in Direct Fuel Injection two-stroke outboard engines
- low toxicity (additive package value for LC50 is above 3000 ppm)

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

210L

NMMA TC-W3

TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® ULTRAGEAR
SYNTHETIC
75W-80/75W-90
High performance manual

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Ultragear Synthetic automotive gear oils are formulated with a special selection of
high quality hydrotreated base stocks and high quality synthetic base stocks and an ashless,
sulfur phosphorus type additive package.
These high quality automotive gear oils are developed to lubricate all types of hypoid, spiral
bevel, two-speed and final axle gear drives including worm gear drives, both in automotive
vehicles and industrial applications, operating at severe and shock loads, and sliding velocities.
Prista® Ultragear Synthetic automotive gear oils are recommended for use in:
- on-highway light- and heavy-duty trucks, busses, vans, and cars
- off-highway industries including: construction, quarrying and agriculture
- transmissions and axles and other applications where lubricants meeting API GL-4, GL-5
or MT-1 where mild extreme pressure gear lubricants are recommended

BENEFITS
- excellent protection for all gear drive components
- exceptionally low temperature performance down to minus 40°C
- dependable rust & corrosion protection
- excellent oxidation stability and enhance resistance to breakdown from heat
- very good seal compatibility preventing oil leakages
- excellent anti-wear, anti-scuffing and anti-seizure properties at a variety
Packaging:
of speeds and loads
- easy gear shifting as well under cold or hot conditions of use,
20L
1L
providing optimal driving comfort

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 75W-80
API GL-5/GL-4/MT-1
MAN 341 Type Z2
Renault note technique B0032/2 annex 3
ZF TE-ML 02B/08/17B

SAE 75W-90
API GL-5/GL-4/MT-1
MAN 341 Type Z2,
342 Type M2
Mack GO-J

210L

ZF TE-ML
02B/05A/07A/08/12L/16B/17B/21B
DAF API GL-5 or MIL-PRF-2105E axle
Iveco MIL-PRF-2105E axle
MIL PRF-2105E
www.prista-oil.com
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® ATF III

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Automatic transmissions fluid Prista® ATF III is formulated with unconventional base oils,
highly refined base stocks and specially designed additive package. Product is red dyed.
Prista® ATF III is designed for lubrication of automatic transmissions in cars and light trucks,
vans, buses, trucks and other machinery that has been prescribed for the use of transmission
fluid DEXRON III. It can also be used in manual transmissions, transmissions with servounits
and hydraulic systems of passenger cars, commercial and off-highway vehicles, farm and
road construction machines and equipment, and especially marine applications.

High performance automatic

BENEFITS
- superior wear protection for automatic transmissions
- outstanding thermal and oxidation stability to keep transmissions free from deposits
and residues even in the course of long-term service and operation
- very good low temperature properties for easy starts and good low temperature
performance
- reduced power losses and increased performance and efficiency of hydraulic governing
systems and torque converters
- very good seal compatibility
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

GM Dexron IIIH
Allison C4
MB 236.2

20L

210L

Ford Mercon Meet the requirements
Ford ESP-M2C166-H,
ESP-M2C138-CJ

Caterpillar TO-2

PRISTA® ATF

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Automatic transmissions fluid Prista® ATF is formulated with selected high quality solvent
refined and hydrotreated base stocks and especially developed advanced additive system.
Product is red dyed.
Prista® ATF is recommended for use in all automatic transmissions requiring fluids meeting
GM Dexron IID specification. It can also be used in manual transmissions, transmissions with
servounits and hydraulic systems of passenger cars, commercial and off-highway vehicles,
farm and road construction machines and equipment, and especially in marine applications.

High performance automatic

BENEFITS
- superior wear protection for automatic transmissions
- outstanding thermal and oxidation stability to keep transmissions free from deposits
and residues even in the course of long-term service and operation
- very good low temperature properties for easy starts and good low temperature
performance
- reduced power losses and increased performance and efficiency of hydraulic governing
systems and torque converters
- very good seal compatibility
Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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GM Dexron IID
Allison C4
MB 236.2

20L

210L

Ford ESP-M2C166H
ESP-M2D138CJ
Caterpillar TO-2
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® MHP 40A
High performance automatic

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® MHP 40A is a mineral type, red dyed transmission fluid, intended for use as working
fluid in the hydrodynamic transmissions of road construction, lifting and off-highway
vehicles and equipment, whose manufacturers recommend lubricants of GM Type A Suffix A
performance level.

BENEFITS
- excellent wear protection
- excellent thermal and oxidation stability to prevent deposit and residue formation even
in the course of long-term service and operation
- very good low temperature properties ensuring easy start and good low temperature
performance even at severe cold climates
- very good seal compatibility

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® MHP 32
High performance automatic

210L

GM Type A Suffix A

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Transmission/Hydraulic fluid Prista® MHP 32 is formulated with selected high quality solvent
refined and hydrotreated base stocks and especially designed additive package.
Prista® MHP 32 is developed for use in Voith variable speed turbo couplings (S); Voith torque
converters (E); Voith industrial retarders (VIR); Voith geared variable speed couplings (R);
Voith torque converters with gear stage(s) (EA and EH). It can be used in moderately loaded
gearboxes and hydraulic systems.

BENEFITS
- perfect protection against wear
- superior thermal and oxidation stability to prevent deposit and residue formation
during long-term service and operation
- reliable corrosion and rust protection
- perfect seal compatibility

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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210L

Voith 3625-006072 Тype S, E & VIR
Voith 3625-006073 Тype R, EA & EH
ISO 6743/4 ISO-L-HN-32
www.prista-oil.com
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® PSF

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Red dyed power steering fluid Prista® PSF is formulated with unconventional base oils, highly
refined base stocks and specially designed additive package.
Prista® PSF is intended for application in power steering units in today's passenger cars and
light duty vehicles/trucks. This fluid ensures reliable performance in a wide ambient
temperature range down to minus 40°C. It can also successfully be used in hydraulic systems
of heavy duty vehicles such as trucks, buses, etc., agricultural machines and equipment and
road construction vehicles and equipment.
Prista® PSF is NOT recommended for Citroen hydraulic and power steering units.

BENEFITS
- hydraulic pump protection against wear
- stable viscosity and low foaming tendency ensuring constant pressure in the system
- no sludge and deposit formation over extended service intervals thanks to the superior
thermal and oxidation stability
- very good low temperature performance ensuring normal operating characteristics even
at sub-zero temperatures
- very good compatibility with rubber seal materials

Packaging:

0,5L

210L

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® EP automotive gear oils are formulated with a special selection of high quality solvent
refined and hydrotreated base stocks and an ashless sulfur phosphorus type additive
package.
Oils are developed to lubricate all types of hypoid, spiral bevel, two-speed and final axle gear
drives including worm gear drives in automotive vehicles and industrial applications,
operating at severe and shock loads, and sliding velocities.
Prista® EP automotive gear oils are recommended for manual transmissions, rear drive axles
and hypoid final drives (differentials) that require API GL-5 EP quality level gear oils.

PRISTA® EP
SAE 80/90/140
Manual and axle

BENEFITS
- excellent oxidation stability and enhance resistance to breakdown from heat
- excellent protection for all gear drive components
- dependable rust & corrosion protection
- very good seal compatibility preventing oil leakages
- excellent anti-wear, anti-scuffing and anti-seizure properties at a variety
of speeds and loads

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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SAE 80W
API GL-5
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
342 Type M-1, 342 Type M-2
ZF Specification TE-ML 17B

20L

210L

SAE 90
API GL-5
MAN 342 Type M-1,
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
342 Type M-2
ZF Specification TE-ML 05A/ Volvo STD 1273.10
07A/08/12E/16B/16C/17B/19B

SAE 140
API GL-5
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
ZF Specification 16D
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® EP
SAE 80W-90/85W-90/
85W-140
Manual and axle

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® EP automotive gear oils are formulated with a special selection of high quality solvent
refined and hydrotreated base stocks and an ashless sulfur phosphorus type additive
package.
Oils are developed to lubricate all types of hypoid, spiral bevel, two-speed and final axle gear
drives including worm gear drives in automotive vehicles and industrial applications,
operating at severe and shock loads, and sliding velocities.
Prista® EP automotive gear oils are recommended for manual transmissions, rear drive axles
and hypoid final drives (differentials) that require API GL-5 EP quality level gear oils
(equivalent for these viscosity grades to the obsolete USA MIL-L-2105C/D specification).

BENEFITS
- very wide temperature application range thanks to their very low pour point
- excellent oxidation stability and enhance resistance to breakdown from heat
- excellent protection for all gear drive components
- dependable rust & corrosion protection
- very good seal compatibility preventing oil leakages
- excellent anti-wear, anti-scuffing and anti-seizure properties at a variety
of speeds and loads

Packaging:

1L

20L

210L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 80W-90

SAE 85W-90

SAE 85W-140

API GL-5
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
MAN 342 Type M-1, 342 Type M-2
ZF Specification TE-ML 05A/07A/08/
12E/16B/16C/17B/19B
Volvo STD 1273.10
MIL-L 2105D

API GL-5
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
MAN 342 Type M-1, 342 Type M-2
ZF Specification TE-ML 05A/07A/08/
12E/16B/16C/17B/19B
Volvo STD 1273.10

API GL-5
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKT
MAN 342 Type M-1
ZF Specification TE-ML 05A/07A/08/
12E/16C/16D
Volvo STD 1273.10
MIL-L 2105D

www.prista-oil.com
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® STOU

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION

UTTO / STOU / TO-4

The Super Tractor Oils Universal Prista® STOU are unique products formulated with selected
high quality solvent refined, hydrotreated and synthetic base stocks, and a specially designed
intricate performance additive package to impart to the finished lubricants all those complex
properties required by STOU oils.
Prista® STOU oils are unique thanks to their extensive and diverse lubricating properties.
These oils are developed to lubricate the engine, transmission, final drive/s, wet brakes,
clutches, and hydraulic system/s of farm tractors and equipment currently in service. Prista®
STOU oils are recommended for some off-highway construction vehicles and
equipment, too.

BENEFITS
- safeguard the engine cleanliness
- excellent anti-wear, anti-scuffing and anti-seizure properties
- supreme thermal, oxidation and shear stability
- very good compatibility with all types of utilized seals
- excellent anti-foaming properties, to prevent any sump overflow as well pump cavitation
- special frictional characteristics ensuring progressive, efficient and silent operation of
brake and clutch systems
- reduce number of products that have to be kept in stock and eliminate the possibility
of erroneous application of lubricants in different units

Packaging:
20L

210L

SPECIFICATIONS

SAE 10W-30

SAE 10W-40

SAE 15W-40

ACEA E2
API CG-4/CF-4/CF/CE/SF
API GL-4
MB 228.3/228.1/227.1
MAN 271
MIL-L 2104D
Ford M2C159-B
John Deere JDM J27
Massey Ferguson CMS M1139/
M1144/M1145
Allison C-4
(Automatic transmission applications)
ZF TE-ML 06B/06C/06D/07B
Caterpillar TO-2

ACEA E2
API CG-4/CF-4/CF/CE/SF
API GL-4
MB 228.3/228.1/227.1
MAN 271
Massey Ferguson CMS M1139/
M1144/M1145
Allison C-4
(Automatic transmission applicatins)
ZF TE-ML 06B/06C/06D/07B
Caterpillar TO-2

ACEA E2
API CG-4/CF-4/CF/CE/SF
API GL-4
MB 228.3/228.1/227.1
MAN 271
MIL-L 2104D
John Deere JDM J27
Massey Ferguson CMS M1139/
M1144/M1145
Allison C-4
(Automatic transmission applications)
ZF TE-ML 06B/06C/07B
Caterpillar TO-2

www.prista-oil.com
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® GL-4 SAE 90
UTTO / STOU / TO-4

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® GL-4 90 monograde automotive gear oil is formulated with a special selection of high
quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and ashless, and sulfur phosphorus
type additive package.
Prista® GL-4 90 automotive gear oil is developed to lubricate all types of hypoid gear drives in
automotive vehicles and industrial applications, operating at high loads and sliding
velocities. The product can also be used in manual transmissions of all commercial vehicles
and off-highway construction equipment and machines where an API GL-4 performance
level lubricants are specified

BENEFITS
- very good protection for all gear drive components
- excellent thermal and oxidation stability to prevent deposit and residue formation even
in the course of long-term service and operation
- very good seal compatibility

Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS

PRISTA® UTTO
UTTO / STOU / TO-4

210L

API GL-4
ISO 6743/6 ISO-L-CKS 90

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
The Universal Tractor Transmission Oil Prista® UTTO is formulated with selected high quality
solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks, and a specially designed performance additive
package to ensure the conformance with lubrication requirements of transmissions/gear
boxes, differentials/final drives, wet brakes & clutches and hydraulic systems.
Prista® UTTO is developed to lubricate the transmission, final drive/s, wet brakes & clutches,
and the hydraulic system/s of farm tractors and other machinery currently in service. It is also
recommended for the latest makes and models of farm tractors and off-highway machines
and equipment. It is especially engineered to meet the shear stability requirements imposed
by Massey Ferguson specification M 1143.

BENEFITS
- very good anti-wear, anti-scuffing and anti-seizure properties
- excellent thermal, oxidation and shear stability
- very good seal compatibility
- dependable rust and corrosion protection
- supreme noise control in the wet brakes
- good low temperature fluidity contributes fast lubricant circulation at cold start up
- very good foam suppression
Packaging:
20L

SPECIFICATIONS
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SAE 10W-30 / SAE 80W
API GL-4
AGCO Power Fluid 821XL
Allison C-4; Caterpillar TO-2
Case IH MS 1210

Case New Holland MAT3525/
MAT3509/MAT3505
Fendt Suitable for use
Ford New Holland FNHA 2C-200.00/201.00
Ford ESN-M2C86-B(C)/ESN-M2C134-D

210L

John Deere JDM J20C/D
Kubota UDT Fluid
Massey Ferguson CMS M1145/M1143/
M1141/M1135; VCE WB 101
ZF TE-ML 03E/05F/06K/17E/21F
www.prista-oil.com
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TRANSMISSION OILS

PRISTA® TO-4
SAE 10W/30

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Powershift transmissions oils Prista® TO-4 are formulated with a special selection of high
quality solvent refined and hydrotreated base stocks and highly efficient additive package,
which contains special antiwear additives ensuring enhanced bearing protection against
micro-pitting and metal fatigue.
These oils are designated for the lubrication of powershift transmissions, drive trains, wet
disk brakes and final drives of the off-highway machines and equipment. They are also
suitable for use in all automatic transmissions as well as unsynchronized manual
transmissions of off-highway equipment.
Prista® TO-4 oils are recommended for use in utility vehicles and caterpillar tractors used in
the construction and mining industries.

UTTO / STOU / TO-4

BENEFITS
- provide excellent friction control
- less brake noise
- reduced gear wear
- good elastomer compatibility
- oxidation stability
- prolong brakes and transmissions life
Packaging:
20L

SAE 10W
Caterpillar TO-4
API CF/CF-2
Allison C4-31352005

SPECIFICATIONS

ZF TE-ML 03C-ZF000883
Komatsu Dresser, KES 07.868.1,
Microclutch Test (KES 07.802)
Eaton Vickers EH-1027C

210L

SAE 30
Caterpillar TO-4
API CF/CF-2
Allison C4-31372005

ZF TE-ML 03C/07F-ZF000884, TE-ML 01
Komatsu KES 07.868.1, Microclutch Test
(KES 07.802)
Eaton Vickers EH-1027C
DANA Powershift Transsmision

SPECIAL FLUIDS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Antifreeze Concentrate is antifreeze concentrate for year-round use formulated
from ethylene glycol and an appropriate selection of silicate-free additives based on organic
(mono and dicarboxylic) acids.
Prista® Antifreeze Concentrate is designated to provide protection against freezing,
overheating and corrosion in combustion engines. It is fit for passenger cars, trucks, buses,
off-road vehicles and stationary engines and etc. It should be used only after a proper
dilution with water before use.
PRISTA®
Antifreeze Conc., %

Distilled or deionized
(DI) water, %

Freezing
protection, °C, *

33
40
50
60
70

67
60
50
40
30

- 17
- 25
- 40
- 55
- 70

It is recommended to use a minimum 33%v/v solution of Prista® Antifreeze
Concentrate in distilled water in order to obtain a good and durable
corrosion protection. The typical water dilution ratio is 1:1, which
guarantees protection against freezing at ambient temperatures down to
minus 40°C and that will ensure optimum engine cooling. The use of
mixtures with more than 70%v/v concentration of Prista® Antifreeze
Concentrate is not recommended.

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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PRISTA® ANTIFREEZE
CONCENTRATE
Coolants

Packaging:

1L

4L

20L

210L

BS 6580
ASTM D 3306
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SPECIAL FLUIDS

PRISTA® ANTIFREEZE
LONG LIFE
Coolants

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Antifreeze Long Life is antifreeze concentrate based on ethylene glycol and an
additive system developed with silicate-free organic (mono- and di-carboxylic) acids. The
product is free from potentially harmful substances such as nitrites, amines and phosphates
which makes it environmentally friendly.
Prista® Antifreeze Long Life is used for year-round protection against freezing, overheating
and corrosion of the engines of passenger cars, trucks, buses, off-road vehicles and
stationary and marine engines and etc. It should be used only after a proper dilution with
distilled or soft water before use.
Except for all conventional combustion engines it is also especially good for the high-tech
ones, because it provides the so vitally crucial high temperature corrosion protection for the
aluminium heat transfer surfaces there.
In order to provide good and durable corrosion protection it is recommended to use at least
33 %v/v of Prista® Antifreeze Long Life in distilled water. Typical mixtures are 1:1, offering
frost protection at ambient temperatures down to -40°C. Mixtures with more than
70 %v/v Prista® Antifreeze Long Life in water are not recommended.

Packaging:

1L

4L

20L

210L

SPECIFICATIONS

ASTM D 3306/D 4340/D 4985/D 5345
MB 325.3
MAN 324 Type SNF
SAE J 1034
VW TL774-F (G12+)
VOLVO 1286083
MTU MTL 5048
OPEL GM 6277M
Ford WSS-M97B44-D
Cummins IS series, N14
John Deere JDM H5
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SPECIAL FLUIDS
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Antifreeze is a coolant/antifreeze for year-round use formulated from ethylene
glycol and an appropriate selection of silicate-free additives based on organic (mono and
dicarboxylic) acids.
Prista® Antifreeze is designated to provide protection against freezing, overheating and
corrosion in combustion engines. It is fit for passenger cars, trucks, buses, off-road vehicles
and stationary engines and etc. It is ready product and could be used without dilution with
water.
Prista® Antifreeze guarantees freeze/frost protection at ambient temperatures down to
- 40°C*.

PRISTA®
ANTIFREEZE
Coolants

* This temperature is the average value of the Initial Crystallization Temperature value and
the Pour Point value. The exact value of the Freezing Temperature is determined in a
laboratory. Approximate values can be obtained by refraction meters and hydrometers,
calibrated for ethylene glycol based coolants.

Packaging:

1L

SPECIFICATIONS

4L

20L

210L

BS 6580
ASTM D 3306

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® DOT-3 & Prista® DOT-4 brake fluids comprise of polyethylene-glycol esters, additives
to ensure protection against corrosion and oxidation and stabilizers. These brake fluids are
not compatible with petroleum based brake fluids.
Prista® DOT-3 & Prista® DOT-4 brake fluids are recommended for application in the hydraulic
brake systems and clutches of automotive vehicles such as passenger cars, trucks, busses and
trailers. They are compatible and especially designed for brake systems equipped with
rubber, SBR (styrene-butadiene rubber) or EPDM (ethylene-propylene-diene- monomer
rubber) seals and cups.
The corrosion inhibitors used in the formulation of the break fluids ensure protection against
corrosion for the metal surfaces in the brake system.

PRISTA®
DOT-3 / DOT-4
Break fluids

BENEFITS
- excellent corrosion protection
- brake systems seals compatibility
- good oxidation stability

Packaging:

0,5L

SPECIFICATIONS

www.prista-oil.com
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ISO 4925 Class 3 & Class 4
ATE DOT 3 & DOT 4
SAE J 1703, 1704

210L

FMVSS 116
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SPECIAL FLUIDS

PRISTA® ADBLUE

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
AdBlue is a high quality solution, especially developed for the automotive SCR catalytic
converter. By injecting AdBlue into the SCR catalytic converter, all harmful nitrogen oxides
(NOx) are immediately reduced into harmless nitrogen and water. It is only by using AdBlue
that this catalytic conversion has the optimal effect. AdBlue has been prescribed by the
heavy duty vehicle manufacturers.

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 22241-1
DIN 70070
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GREASES
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® CS Complex EP greases are high performance heavy duty lubricating greases, based
on calcium sulfonate complex thickener system and severely hydro-treated mineral base oil
of high viscosity. A unique structure of calcium sulfonate complex thickener provides very
high dropping points, extraordinary anti-wear performance and extreme pressure
properties, excellent mechanical stability, good rust protection and superior water washout
and water spray-off resistance.
Prista® CS Complex EP greases are specially formulated for lubrication of heavily loaded
bearings operating at elevated temperatures in the steel industry. They are also suitable for
other heavy duty applications, including mining, quarries, cement and paper industry,
agriculture and forestry, construction equipment and marine applications in the most severe
conditions - under extremely high and shock loads, elevated temperatures, in dirt and in wet
environment.
The very high dropping point ensures operating temperature range from -25°C up to 180°C.

PRISTA® CS COMPLEX
EP 2 & PRISTA® CS
COMPLEX EP 1.5

BENEFITS
- exceptional water resistance
- inherent extreme pressure and anti-wear performances
- extend bearing life under shock-load conditions
- excellent mechanical stability and high shear resistance
- rust and corrosion protection – protects metal parts from corrosion and rust
- excellent thermal stability – does not liquefy until > 300°C (305°C for NLGI 2)
- improved oxidation stability
- good adhesive properties
- good pumpability
- wide range of heavy duty applications
Package: drum 180 kg, pail 16 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
ASTM D 4950

www.prista-oil.com
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Prista® SC Complex EP 2

Prista® SC Complex EP 1.5

NLGI 2
L-XBFIB 2
KP2R-25
GC-LB

NLGI 1.5
L-XBFHB 1.5
KP1.5R-25
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GREASES

PRISTA® LI COMPLEX
EP 2 HDVT*

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Li Complex EP 2 HDVT is a heavy duty lubricating grease, based on lithium complex
thickener and severely hydro-treated base oils of ISO VG320. Lithium complex thickener
makes the product suitable for applications within a wide range of temperatures, especially
at elevated temperatures. The product is formulated with the latest high-tech additive
technology delivering the right balance of performance characteristics, thus prolonging regreasing intervals. Improved oxidation stability, rust and corrosion prevention, superior
AW/EP performance, as well as excellent water resistance properties – all these extend
bearings life and provide for reduced downtime.
Prista® Li Complex EP 2 HDVT is suitable for use in a wide range of heavily loaded industrial
applications, such as extremely loaded heavy duty on-road and off-road vehicles and
construction equipment, surface and underground mining and quarrying equipment, heavy
duty bearings, exposed to severe operating conditions and used in cement, steel and paper
industries machinery. Other application is in marine sector for cables, chains, joints.
Operating temperature range of Prista® Li Complex EP 2 HDVT is from -30°С to +160°С, with
possible short time peak operating temperature up to 180°С, if proper re-greasing intervals
are applied.
* Heavy duty very tacky

BENEFITS
- dyed blue for easy identification
- highly adhesive – stays in place, reduces leakage thus providing protection and extend
re-greasing intervals
- very good mechanical stability – resistant to softening which can cause loss of lubrication
performance and leakage
- excellent at high and low temperatures
- high load carrying capacity
- efficient lubrication in presence of water
- rust and corrosion protection of metal parts extends equipment life
Package: drum 180 kg, keg 50 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
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GREASES
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Li Complex EP 2 grease is manufactured with highly refined high viscosity base oil,
complex lithium soap thickener and a special package of additives.
It is formulated for lubrication of plain, rolling and tapper roller bearings and other
mechanisms operating under high loads (even in the presence of contaminants such as water
and salts) and under continuous high loads. It is suitable for big taper roller bearings in
mining, construction, farm and marine equipment, operating in adverse environment.
Prista® Li Complex EP 2 is used in applications with operating temperatures from -20°С to
+150°С. It can also work for short time peaks up to +180°C, if re-greasing intervals are
properly calculated.

PRISTA®
LI COMPLEX EP 2

BENEFITS
- exceptional water resistance
- inherent extreme pressure and anti-wear performances
- extend bearing life under shock-load conditions
- excellent mechanical stability and high shear resistance
- rust and corrosion protection – protects metal parts from corrosion and rust
- excellent thermal stability – does not liquefy until > 305°C
- improved oxidation stability
- good low temperature performance
Package: drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
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L-XBDIB 2
KP2N-20
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GREASES

PRISTA®
LITHIUM EP

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Multipurpose antifriction Prista® Lithium EP greases are manufactured by thickening an
appropriate mineral base oil with lithium 12-hydroxystearate soap and a set of additives.
Prista® Lithium EP greases are formulated to lubricate and seal plain and rolling bearings,
hinge joints and other mechanisms operating under high pressure, shock loads and
vibrations. They are recommended for multipurpose lubrication of industrial machinery and
equipment operating under heavy loads and adverse environment, including long-term
shock loads, high speeds, high humidity and very wide temperature range. These greases are
used for lubrication of plain brass and babbit radial bearings in rolling mills, screws and nuts
of rollers, scissors, presses and cutting lines of steel rolling machines and other metalworking
applications. They are also suitable for use in big roller bearings in mining, construction and
marine machinery and equipment operating under adverse conditions.
Operating temperature range of Prista® Lithium EP greases is:
- from -30°С to +120°С – for Prista® Lithium EP 1
- from -30°С to +130°С – for Prista® Lithium EP 2
- from -25°С to +130°С – for Prista® Lithium EP 3

BENEFITS
- very good adhesion properties
- improved EP properties
- high roll stability and steady consistency in heavy duty operations
- non-corrosive to non-ferrous metals and steel
- water washout resistance
- proper protection against rust formation
Package:
NLGI 1 - drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg
NLGI 2 - drum 180 kg, keg 50 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg, cartridge 0.400 kg
NLGI 3 - drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg, cartridge 0.400 kg

SPECIFICATIONS
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Prista® Lithium EP

NLGI 1

NLGI 2

NLGI 3

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825

L-XCCHB 1
KP1K-30

L-XCCHB 2
KP2K-30

L-XCCHB 3
KP3K-25
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GREASES

PRISTA®
LITHIUM EP 0
& PRISTA®
LITHIUM EP 00

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® Lithium EP 0 & Prista® Lithium EP 00 are multipurpose semi-fluid antifriction
greases, manufactured by thickening mineral base oil with lithium 12-hydroxystearate soap
and addition of proper additives.
These greases are suitable for use in centralized lubrication plants, in auxiliary transport
vehicles, as well as in equipment operating in the open with long piping. These semi-fluid
greases are suitable for application in all types of gear drives where manufacturers
recommend lubrication with grease. Among the typical applications of Prista® Lithium EP 0
& Prista® Lithium EP 00 greases are lubrication of the wheels of railway transport units, truck
wheel bearings, roll bearings in crushers, grinding mills and mixers, general lubrication in
steel works, especially in cold and hot rolling mills, centralized lubrication systems in which
the grease is fed to heavily loaded lubrication points.
Application temperatures are from -30°C to +100°C.

BENEFITS
- excellent protection against rust and corrosion
- very good mechanical stability and oxidation resistance
- improved antiwear and EP properties
- very good resistance to high specific pressures and shock loads
- retain stable consistency when lubricating high-speed bearings and mechanisms

Package: drum 180 kg for NLGI 0/drum 175 kg for NLGI 00, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg for NLGI 00

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
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NLGI 0

NLGI 00

L-XCBEB 0
GP 0 G-30

L-XCBEB 00
GP 00 G-30
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GREASES

PRISTA® LIMO EP &
PRISTA® LIMO EP 2 G

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Multipurpose antifriction Prista® LiMo EP and Prista® LiMo EP 2 G greases are manufactured
by thickening mineral base oil with lithium 12-hydroxystearate soap, a proper additive
package and 3% highly dispersive molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) with particle sizes of
0.65 to 0.75 μm.
Prista® Lithium EP 2 G is a multipurpose extreme pressure lithium soap thickened lubricating
grease, containing both MoS2 and graphite and is based on high quality mineral base oil of
ISO VG 150. The addition of dry lubricants is providing extra protection against wear even
under shock loads.
Prista® LiMo EP and Prista® LiMo EP 2 G greases are used in applications requiring adequate
protection of friction assemblies in construction and mining industries and in agricultural
equipment against high and shock loads, as well as plain and rolling bearings, bearing
bushes, roller conveyors, constant velocity joints (CV-joints), springs, heavily loaded chain
and gear drives, etc.
Operating temperature range of Prista® LiMo EP and Prista® LiMo EP 2 G greases is from
-25°С to +130°С, with possible short time peak operating temperature up to 140°С, if proper
the re-greasing intervals are applied.

BENEFITS
- very good adhesion properties
- improved EP properties and extra measure of protection in shock loaded situations
- high roll stability and steady consistency in heavy duty operations
- not corrosive to non-ferrous metals and steel
- water washout resistance
- adequate protection against rust formation
Package: drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
Dry Lubricants
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Prista® LiMo EP 2/3

Prista® LiMo EP 2 G

XBCHB 2/3
KPF 2/3 K-25
Moly

L-XBCHB 2
KPF2K-20
Moly + Graphite
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GREASES

PRISTA® LITHIUM

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Multipurpose antifriction Prista® Lithium greases are manufactured by thickening mineral
base oil with lithium 12-hydroxystearate soap and a set of proper additives.
These greases are designed to lubricate and seal medium and low speed plain bearings and
mechanisms, electric motor bearings, encapsulated (roller and ball) industrial bearings, used
in industrial equipment, railway and agricultural equipment and machines, requiring
lubrication with lithium non-EP greases.
Operating temperature range of Prista® Lithium greases is:
- from -30°С to +120°С – for Prista® Lithium 1
- from -30°С to +120°С – for Prista® Lithium 2
- from -25°С to +120°С – for Prista® Lithium 3

BENEFITS
- very good adhesion properties
- high roll stability and steady consistency in heavy duty operations
- non-corrosive to non-ferrous metals and steel
- water washout resistance
- adequate protection against rust formation
Package:
NLGI 1 - drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg
NLGI 2 - drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg
NLGI 3 - drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg, cartridge 0.400 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

Prista® Lithium

NLGI 1

NLGI 2

NLGI 3

ISO 6743-9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825

L-XCCHA 1
K1K-30

L-XCCHA 2
K2K-30

L-XCCHA 3
K3K-25
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GREASES

PRISTA® LICA

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Multipurpose lithium-calcium Prista® LiCa greases have very high water resistance and
ensure protection against wear and corrosion for the lubricated parts. These greases are
recommended for lubrication of plain and rolling bearings operating under moderate loads
in highly humid environment. Prista® LiCa 1 and Prista® LiCa 2 are also used for lubrication of
closed gear drives.
Operating temperature range of Prista® LiCa greases is from -30°C to 110°C.
* Heavy duty very tacky

BENEFITS
- very good water resistance
- adequate protection against rust formation and corrosion
- very good adhesion properties
- high roll stability
- wear protection
Package:
NLGI 1 - drum 180 kg
NLGI 2 - drum 180 kg, keg 50 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800, cartridge 0.400 kg
NLGI 3 - drum 180 kg, keg 50 kg, pail 15 kg

SPECIFICATIONS
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PRISTA® LiCa

NLGI 1

NLGI 2

NLGI 3

ISO 6743/9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
STAS

L-XCBHА-1
G 1 G - 30
8789-91

L-XCBHА-2
G 2 G - 30
8789-91

L-XCCHА-3
K 3 K - 30
8789-91
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GREASES
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Multipurpose, extreme pressure lithium and calcium thickeners grease, Prista® LiCa EP 2
ensures very high water resistance and protection against wear and corrosion for the
lubricated parts. This grease is recommended for lubrication of plain and rolling bearings
operating under high loads in highly humid environment.
Prista® LiCa EP 2 is a widely used extreme pressure grease for automotive and industrial
applications. Suitable for agricultural, off-road and construction equipment, where water
and / or dust contamination is significant.
Operating temperature range of Prista® LiCa EP 2 is from -25°C to 110°C

PRISTA®
LICA EP 2

BENEFITS
- very good water resistance
- high-load carrying capacity and excellent protection against wear
- excellent protection against rust and corrosion
- very good adhesion properties

Package: drum 180 kg, keg 50 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg, pail 0.800 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

NLGI

2

ISO 6743/9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825

ISO-L-XBBHB 2
KP2G-25
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GREASES

PRISTA® K-2-G VS*
& PRISTA® K-2-G

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION
Prista® K-2-G VS and Prista® K-2-G are water resistant calcium soap thickened lubricating
greases. The added graphite powder ensures considerably high EP properties and reliable
protection against wear.
Prista® K-2-G VS is a very tacky grease, sticking to metal surfaces, with very strong EP
properties. It contains graphite that provides very high load carrying capacity, exceptional
resistance to water washout and very strong anti-corrosion properties. Prista® K-2-G VS
shows very good results in trucks "fifth wheel" lubrications. It is also suitable for heavily
loaded joints, hinges, open gear drives, threaded joints, chain drives, elevator sliders.
Operating temperature range of Prista® K-2-G VS grease is from -20°С to +70°С.
Prista® K-2-G grease is suitable for application in highly humid and very dirty environment.
Operating temperature range of Prista® K-2-G greases is from -20°С to +60°С, with possible
short time peak operating temperature up to +70°С, if proper re-greasing intervals are
applied. It is designated for lubrication of heavily loaded mechanisms, including open gear
drives, threaded joints, chain drives, elevators sliders, metal ropes and other open, heavily
loaded sliding pairs.
* very sticky

BENEFITS
- extremely enhanced water resistance
- high load carrying capacity and very good anti-wear properties
- wide temperature range
- suitable for use in very dirty environment
- adequate protection against rust formation

Package: drum 180 kg, pail 15 kg, pail 4 kg for Prista®K-2-G, pail 0.800 kg

SPECIFICATIONS

ISO 6743/9
DIN 51502, DIN 51825
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Prista® K-2-G VS

Prista® K-2-G

ISO-L-XBAHB 2
KPF 2C-20

ISO-L-XBAHА 2
KPF 2C-20
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20 Zlaten Rog St, 1407 Sofia
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tel: +359 2 962 01 10
e-mail: office@prista-oil.bg
www.prista-oil.com
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